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That’s me!

Hey there! 
I’m  Skylar Caitlin, a wedding 
planner, designer, and 
systems enthusiast. I guide 
dreamers & doers through all 
things weddings. 

IF YOU LOVE COZY FLANNEL,  CHEESE PLATES, & A GOOD 
BRAINSTORM SESH, YOU’LL FEEL RIGHT AT HOME HERE.

When I’m not crafting meaningful, timeless weddings as a planner & designer for the coast-to-coast 
wedding studio, Chancey Charm, I’m probably soul-deep in a heart-to-heart with a fellow creative. My 
top two results in “Strengths Finders 2.0” were input and learning - meaning I’m doubly in love with 
taking on new information and brainstorming how to apply it to life and business. 

SHOW UP. WORK HARD. GET MESSY.
I’m a big believer in continual growth, but I also believe that growth is messy. So throw on that comfy 
tee, grab a glass of wine, and let’s dive in together. 
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Want to get back to doing what you love? 

Betcha didn’t imagine spending 95% of your time as a wedding planner 
writing emails? 

You had visions of attending tastings with elaborate table mock-ups, 
digging into the design process, and actually getting to bed at a decent 
hour. But right now it’s all you can do to keep up with your inbox. 

In this booklet, you’ll find a checklist of 51 email templates I recommend 
you have in your arsenal to take your wedding planning business from 
soul-sucking email factory to creatively fulfilling career.

This list might seem overwhelming at first (I have to write 51 email 
templates?!?), but, instead of looking at it like a list of everything you 
don’t have, use this as a checklist to guide you through creating a time 
saving template database you can use for those frequently needed 
emails.

This isn’t about copy and pasting what is working for someone else, it 
is about speaking directly to your audience by providing them with the 
information, value, and responsiveness they expect from a professional 
wedding planner. 

Ready to take control of your email? 

You got this! 

Skylar Caitlin
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FOR SALES 
1.   Initial Inquiry Response
2.   Graceful Decline  
3.   Proposal Delivery
4.   Proposal Follow-Up(s)
5.   “Thank You Anyway” Response
6.   Sending a Contract & Invoice
7.   Contract Follow-Up(s)
8.   Incomplete Booking Notice
9.   Welcome to the Family

FOR CURRENT CLIENTS
10.   Questionnaire Request

11.   Meeting Confirmation/Reminder
12.   Meeting/Call Follow-Up 

13.   Request for Approval (of Design Plan, of Timeline, of Layout, of Whatever)
14.   Information Outline to VIPs

15.   Check-Ins for Partial Planning/Coordination Clients
16. Template for Client to Use to Introduce You to Vendors Already Booked

17.   “Per Our Office Policies”… 
18.   Response to Event Cancellation/Being “Let Go” 

19.   Invoice for Expenses Incurred 
20.   Post-Event Follow-Up Email

FOR VENDOR PARTNERS
21.   Quote Request

22.   Contract Request
23.   “We’ve Gone a Different Direction”

24.   Response to Client’s Introduction Email to Booked Vendors
25.   Meeting/Call Follow-Up

26.   Month-Out Timeline, Layout, & Payment Date Reviews
27.   Week Before Final Details Confirmations

28.   Week-Of Communication
29.   Notice of Publication 

30.   Cancellation Notice

FOR YOUR TEAM
31.   Response to Interest in Employment

32.   Interview Confirmation
33.   Offer Letter

34.   Monthly/Quarterly Housekeeping 
35.   Event Sign-Ups for Assistants

36.   Assistant Confirmation 

The 51 Email Templates Every Wedding Planner Needs
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The three questions every email should answer...
When you get done with your email - or customizing one of my templates - go back and re-read it making 
sure that you can answer these important questions:

1. What is it?

 Create a goal for your email (to get a vendor to join your team, inform them of important shoot
  information, etc.) and make sure that the goal is clear and concise in your email. 

2. Why should they do it?

 We connect with what relates to us. If your goal is to get the get a vendor to provide services for 
 your shoot you have to show why they should complete it by speaking to how it relates to them.

3. What next? 

 Provide a specific call-to-action and let them know what they can expect from you. 

It’s not about writing a lengthy emails that no one wants to read. It’s about getting to the point efficiently 
and inspiring action that keeps you looking like the planning queen you are. 

37.   Week-Of Event Team Communication
38.   Request for Event Feedback
39.   Departure Follow-Up*

*NOTE: Letting an employee go should never be conducted solely over email. However, sending a clear, concise 
follow-up email  after having a call or face-to-face meeting is helpful to ensure there is no miscommunication over 

next steps and expectation for their departure.*

FOR EDITORIALS
40.   Pitch 
41.   Pitch Follow-Up(s)
42.   “Thank You Anyway”
43.   Welcome to the Team
44.   Details Confirmations
45.   Day Before Reminders
46.   Thank You with What to Expect
47.   When You Receive Images from Photographer
48.   Submission Process Started Notification
49.   Inevitable “Where are we in the process?” Response
50.   Acceptance Notification
51.   “We’re Live!!” 



THANK YOU!

Thank you so much for picking 
up my Freebie, “The 51 Email 

Templates Every Wedding 
Planner Needs”.

Want to get a head-start by starting with some 
made-for-planners templates in these categories? 
Check out my template shop on skylarcaitlin.com
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